SUSTAINABLE EDUCATION FOR ALL

World Classroom
Undecoding 4.7- How Technology and Education Promote Quality Learning and Peace

Draft Program
September, Tuesday, 23, 11.00-12.00

Agenda

Education and Information, Communication and Scientific Technologies (ICSTs) together can truly promote quality learning and a culture of peace, connecting students and teachers and creating a world classroom where the international sharing of knowledge will be present from the early school as naturally as reading a book.

The aim of the Round Table is to create an opportunity to highlight the important work already done, advocate its expansion, and announce future commitments in the house of Peace, The UN, namely in what concerns the World Classroom Partnerships.

11H00 – INTRODUCTION OF THE ROUND TABLE
    Millennium@EDU WORLD CLASSROOM® (150 CLASSROOMS)

Mario Franco / Chairman and Founder (Millennium@EDU)

11H10 – SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE PARTICIPANTS

11H15 - CONNECTING TEACHERS AND STUDENTS AROUND THE WORLD

Edwin Gragert / Director, Global Campaign for Education (GCE-US)
Jennifer Russel / Program Manager, iEARN USA

GUEST SPEAKERS

11H25 – TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

11H35 – INTEL

11H45 – MICROSOFT

11H55 – CLOSING REMARKS